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This is the year to see the score
go over the 2,000 mark.
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REGIONAL DIRECTOR'S REPORT

Hi Folks.
American Games and decided to
We just had our spring National keep a line item in so we can provide
Executive Committee telephone some support. Again, the issue of
Conference call last night. I figured fund raising for the teams, without
it would be a great topic to talk with dipping into the members' pockets
you about in this issue of was discussed. You should be aware
DILIGENTIA.
that the NEC is trying to do everything
It was a very useful meeting, and I to support the teams, and not take
think that we got a lot out of it. 5 or 6 the money from the membership. We
months of discussion (heated and discussed raffles, lotteries, bingos
not) on the Internet really de- and the postal match, to name afew
personalizes issues, and being able ideas.
to talk one on one (or twelve on one)
Murray gave us a quick report on
makes such a difference. Every DILIGENTIA. Everything is good
section was represented, plus the there, we are starting to pick up
President and vice president of advertisers. (As you can see from this
NROI. issue).
We started in the West with Murray
The president of NROI, Bud
and began reporting on our sections. Melees reported on Rule Book 14. It
It seems that this year is either a seems that lPSC will probably not be
("stay the same" or growth area printing rulebooks this year,
across the country. There was good anticipating the need for another
news everywhere with the exception printing after the World Assembly this
for Saskatchewan, where they are fall NROI offered to distribute rule
having a really hard time with their books to all it's officials, but most of
ATTs. (even though they are growing the provinces told Bud that he didn't
too) Ontario offered some have to, as they would take care of it
assistance, and it looks like we might themselves.
be able to get something fixed there
Don't forget that you can get a copy
in the flatlands. Ontario reported from the Internet at www.ipsc.org
on the 2000 Nationals, which will be <http:iiwww.ipsc.org>, which is also
held in Guelph, and things are where the FAQ (Frequently asked
looking great. BC is still the planned questions) regarding the new
host of the 2001 Nationals, and they rulebook will be located (and updated
have begun to make plans. regularly)too. Alevel 1 seminarfrom
Doug Lewis, our treasurer, then I ROA for the new rulebook should be
presented the budget and financials. available to RO instructors
We had a reasonable year last year, throughout Canada in April.
coming in under budget, but it was I thanked Rick Peach (SC,
also noted that it was a World Shoot Saskatchewan)for his tireless efforts
year, so we spent a lot. The NEC to Update 1PSC Canada's
discussed team support for the Pan- constitution. Rick has been rounding
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up past amendments and modifying
the constitution accordingly. He has
also been the central Source for the
NEC to send in updates that need to
be made ) of which we will vote on
this summer. Rick ended his report
on the constitution by volunteering
to act as the constitutional secretary,
who will ensure all amendment
records are kept. The NEC thanked
Rick and I believe that Alberta offer
to buy him a beer for that sacrifice.
I presented a version of the team
agreement from New Zealand
(Thanks to Marcy Bugden and Nick
King for getting it.) The NEC
discussed it and decided that we
would implement a team agreement
for our teams we send away to
matches. We will have one ready for
the next International match. We
confirmed that the teams for the Pan
Americans would be as follows:
(based on their past performances
in the nationals and assuming they
can all make it to the match).
Open:
Derrill lmrie, Nick King, Pat Harrison
and Randy Fisher

i- ;
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Ladies Open:
Doni Johnston, Kerry Lathwell,
Medha Russell and Linda
Bolechowsky
Standard:
Wolf Hoffman, Wade Sanderson,
Terry Maxwell, and Keith Lee
We have not heard a confirmed
date for the Pan Americans, all we
know as of now is that it will be held
in the Dutch Antilles and will be in
the fall.
As soon as I know more, 1 will let
the teams and you know. (Editor's
Note: Recent information from Sean
indicates that this match willbe in the
US at Barry IL concurrent with the
US Open Nationals in midSeptember.)
We adjourned after two and a half
an hours. It was great to talk with the
NEC and it reminded me what a good
team they are and why my job is so
much easier. While I have your
attention, I would like to thank the
NEC for their efforts; they are a
dedicated, tireless group.
DVC
Sean.
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New Brunswick has been
arrived at the asked to be a member of a Firearms
next century Advisory Committee setup by The
liSt-NB
and from where Province of New Brunswick. This
I sit it looks a lot committee was setup as Provincial
like the one we P.C. Party Election Promise
left.
fulfillment.
The Winter Shooting Season has
Some interesting facts are the low
gotten off to a slower start than numbers of Firearms License

NEW
BRUNSWICKjust

normal because of the access to the applications in New Brunswick. As of
NBCC Dieppe College Range the date of our last meeting (January
access. That is all behind us and 2000) of the committee less than
Eagle Mountain Sportsman Club has 4 % of the estimated 225,000
become an active shooting club in firearms owners in the Province of
SouthEast New Brunswick. The New Brunswick. I wonder where they
activity will be weekly alternating plan to put all the Law Breaking
between Sunday's and Mondays. personal after the January 1,2001
The other corner of the Province deadline?
the St. George Club is operating with
The renewals have been steady
having hosted the First Match of with many Shooters not yet back
2000. St. George will also host the online. The Nationals are attracting
2000 Indoor Championship later in much interest as they are within
February and by press time the 2000 driving distance for our members.
Indoor Champions will have been Hopefully New Brunswick will have
determined. a large attendance in Ontario the first
A lot of discussion has resulted in week of August.
a 14th Edition Rule Book Workshop G.D. (Gerry) Calhoun - SC
being held later in February This will
allow IPSO NB the ability to bring the
The snow has
membership up to speed as we move
almost
forward under these changes in our
disappeared in
sport.
most cities, but
Recently in another country the
there's still the rest
Local Government banned IPSC of March and April to come!
Style Shooting. I am very concerned Approximately 500 members out of

ONTAR10

that Canada is headed in the 750 have renewed. About 100 CR01
direction. I would suggest that each ROs are included in the current
and every IPSC Canadian Member membership. The Ontario
join a Organization in their Province Provincials are scheduled for June
that is continuing the discussion and 30th to July 2nd in Barrie, Ontario.
fight against the regulations in Bill C- The Nationals are taking shape for
68.
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August lstto 6th in Guelph, Ontario.
Both are Level Ill matches. Over half
a dozen Level II matches have also
been scheduled, with more to come.
This year 2000 brings about many
challenges and changes. The
challenges consist of encouraging
continued growth in our membership
and facing the hurdles that
governments (both at home and
outside) throw at us. The changes
come about mainly in the new 14th
Edition rules and in how we find even
better ways to run our organization
and matches.
It was nice seeing Derrill and
Bridget (all the way from BC) at a
match in Longueuil, Quebec. Derrill
showed us how it's done by his
winning style! Bridget - as friendly
and helpful as ever - is down this way
while on course.
The people out at Guelph, Ontario
put on an excellent Provincial's
match last year. The same people
are hard at work to bring us another
great Canadian National's. Who
knows what the 2000 Nationals have
in store for us? Hope to see you all
there, or sooner.
Fight the good fight, and keep
those bullets flying downrange.
DVC
Medha"May" Russell, Director/IPSC
Ontario.
The legal address for the
Guelph Rod & Gun Club is:
L32 C2 Eramosa Township
4877 Wellington Road 29
Guelph ON NI H 8H9
You may need this for any
special AlT requirements.
V0L. 1 1 Jo. 2
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Today is Feb. 23/
2000, the weather in
sunny Manitoba is
..
great, but a storm is
't
expected for the
., I
weekend. So much for
an early outdoor
shooting season.
To date Manitoba has 75 members
and if we stay an track as we did last
year our number should reach 115120 by summer.
A Black Badge course was
scheduled in Thompson, Manitoba (
the great white north ) on March 171 9. The gang in Thompson are doing
a great job of encouraging new
shooters to try the fun of IPSC and
their club is constantly growing. An
RO/CRO refresher will be planned for
all Manitoba officials due to the
implementation of the new 14th edition
rule book. A date will be finalized once
the new rules are discussed with the
rest of Canada and interpretations
ironed out, hopefully at the NEC
conference call on March 14. As a
winter "in person" NEC meeting was
declined by much of the country we
hope the conference call will do well
to answer the many questions that
seem to be coming out of the new rule
book.
Congratulations are in order for
Manitoba Vice -President and last
years co-match director for the
....... .... ......................
I
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Nationals, Gil Rodger of Brandon. He
has, through all of his time and hard
work, been awarded Level 1
Instructor status by Bud Melless of
NROI. Way to go Gil. Shows what
one can do if they don't mind to give
of their time.
Provincials are
Manitoba
scheduled this year for mid August,
after the Nationals. Match directors
are Warren Gold and Norm Frankfurt.
The match will be welcome to all
those in the Winnipeg area. It will be
held at the Selkirk Wildlife Rangeapprox. 1/2 hour north of Winnipeg,
so it is nice for all Winnipeggers not
to have to travel this year to compete.
We have had interest from Bob and
Lori Kenner from the States who may
be able to come and attend and
officiate, they will sure be more than
welcome and hope they are able to
make it.
I want to thank all of the area reps
for all of their hard work. There is a
lot of information in IPSO that need
to be passed on the members and in
many past years that job seemed to
lay with only a few who did all the
work. The gang we have on board
now are great to get all information
they are given quickly to all the
members in their area and that sure
eases up my workload. Great job
done by Norm Frankfurt, Winnipeg,
Ron Byer, Thompson, Zen
Bogoslowski, Swan River/Dauphin,
Les Riddell, Brandon/Virden, and Gil
Rodger our Vice President and
Statistician, also of Brandon.
Finally 1 want to congratulate some
of our members for being in the top
25 shooters in Canada. In open Brad
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Kirkpatrick, Brandon was number 24.
In standard Nelson Doan number 15,
Norm Frankfurt, number 16 and Keith
Johnson, number 20, all from
Winnipeg. Great shooting guys. For
anyone who doesn't know, this
standing is based on the last three
Nationals and encourages not only
excellence in the sport but the interest
in competing away from home. You
do Manitoba proud.
Rob Armstrong - SC

SASKATCHEWAN
Once again it is time to
put pen to paper (okay
fingerstokeyboard)and
4SkA1CHtWN
let you know what is
happening with IPSO
here in the Land of Living Skies (hey,
that's what is says on our license
plates). Unfortunately the news this
time is somewhat mixed. Some very
good things are going on in the
section. The flip side is that the
implementation of the new ATT
system here is so far proving to be a
crippling handicap. Let's deal with the
good stuff first.
The IPSC program remains strong
and growing in Saskatchewan. We
are now well into our match program
with matches proving to be both a
ton of fun and extremely challenging.
Match attendance has increased
dramatically and once again
shooters are making the commitment
to travel throughout the province to
enjoy our sport. We are also well into
completion of this year's classifiers
and will have them completed earlier
:
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our match schedule. The schedule as
published shows the May match at
Saskatoon Wildlife Federation
ranges. That match has been moved
to the Regina Wildlife Federation. The
date remains the same as published.
Our next Black Badge course is set
for the end of March in Saskatoon
with students coming from Regina
and Hudson Bay as well as
Saskatoon. There has been so much
interest in this course that another will
be scheduled for shortly after
completion of this one. This positive
growth bodes well for our future and
we are certainly happy to see this
renewed interest in IPSO here in the
province. Yes we are alive and well
and growing all the time.
The grim news comes on the
legislative and regulatory front. The
CFO here is implementing ATT's
authorizing transport within a 300kilometre radius of the location to
which the firearm is registered.
Authorizations are valid for a oneyear period. When this first started we
were assured that short term ATT's
for matches outside that radius would
be easily obtained and would never
take more than three days to get. That
was the official line. How is it working?
The answer, quite simply, is that it
isn't. Long term applications are now
taking more than three months to
process. Short-term applications will
not even be processed and have not

been dealt with for the last 6 weeks or
more. Why? We are simply being told
that the office is too backlogged with
long term applications to even look at
short-term authorizations.
The end result is that we have
members who want to shoot but simply
cannot because they cannot legally
take their guns out of the house. We
have no intention, however, of rolling
over and playing dead on this one! If
the CFO thinks he can preside over
the death of competitive shooting in
Saskatchewan he is in for a rude
awakening. If they can break us in one
province then we are all in trouble and
I'll be damned if Saskatchewan will be
the first gap in our defense.
As I sit writing this I am in the process
of arranging a meeting with our CFO
to try and resolve these problems. If
he refuses to meet with me or the
meeting does not resolve these issues
the fight moves on to a higher level. If
it can't be resolved across a desk, it
will be dealt with across a courtroom.
Sometimes having access to free
counsel comes in handy. I will keep you
advised as we work our way through
this mess. You have the assurance of
the entire section that we will not
surrender without a fight.
Well that's all the news, both good
and bad, for now. I will see you at the
range.
DVC
Rick Peach - SC
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A NEW BOOK BY
AL VOTH !U
B-ZONE is a technical thriller set
in the world of the gun. Au
international tale of adventure that
follows an 1PSC shooter as he is

drawn deeper into that world than
he has ever been before - where the
entry fee is courage, the goal is
S urvival and he becomes the prize.
WHAT READERS ARE SAYINC:

..S

frv( S/U! .
begs for Q sequel. %,41"
a pczgc tzt ?Wf
. . . kept ma up till 2: 00 am after a 14 hour workday. 111
eccIIc't plot, grabs & holds you, fast iiioving . . . should he a 'It' series. I'S

TO g et

your COpY Visit your local gun 51101) Of hookstoi'c (ISBN 0968505007)
or send $19.95 to: Tri gger Press International, Box 3713. Spruce Grove, Alta.
'FIX 3A9. Email: trigprcs -S tcIusp1anet.net, phone (780) 962-8126

credit card orders at www.indigo.ca or amazon.com

B-Zone Review:
I suspect many shooters have thought "Why doesn't someone
write a novel about IPSC?" Finally, one of our own, Al Voth, has
stepped forward and picked up the gauntlet. Al, an Edmonton
shooter knows both the sport and it's people.
Al weaves a fascinating story of an up-and-coming IPSC shooter,
a drug-dealing motorcycle gang, and a mysterious sponsor looking
to find the newest IPSC hotshot. This engrossing story was tough to
put down, especially for an IPSC'er like me. It's great to see skills,
techniques, and equipment that I've worked with for years
incorporated into a first rate story (I can also see several IPSC
stages in upcoming matches coming out of this book). I will admit to
being a bit disappointed that our hero uses a 45 instead of a 38super, but I must bow to Al's superior knowledge of police and
tactical weapons.
The ending tells me that a sequel is a definite possibility, and I
eagerly await it's release.
Al, thanks for a great book and a fun 'read'.
Ivan Runions
[
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IPSC
CANADA
NATIONALC AMPIONS IP
MATCH REGISTRATION
Guelph, Ontario - August 1 to 6, 2000
PLEASE PRINT ALL INFORMATION

Name

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

Address
City/Town

Phone

Postal / Zip Code

Fax

Prov/State

Email

DIVISION:
CATEGORY:

ILI
Li

OPEN
LADY

LJ
Li

STANDARD
SENIOR

Li
U

PRODUCTION

LJ

STANDARD REVOLVER

JUNIOR

Shooting schedules will be: Thursday/Saturday & Friday/Sunday

My preferred start day is:

D

THURSDAY

LJ

FRIDAY

Consideration will be given to competitors who are travelling great distance.

Match Fee: $125.00 if received before June 30, and $150.00 after that date.
Match fee includes: Closing Ceremonies, Banquet, Match Shirt and more. My shirt size is: M L XL 2XL 3XL
Awards will be given to Classes A through D based on the National System for Open and Standard only.
Note that anyone and everyone who does not have a classification in the National Database at match time will be
Unclassified. Class awards will be subject to the minimum category numbers in the 14th. edition.
As always, (and for obvious reasons), we would appreciate competitors wearing appropriate clothing on the range,
as well as proper attire for the Banquet and Award Ceremonies.
Please enclose cheque payable to:

IPSC Canada National Championship
Bud Melless
10 Wilson Avenue
Lindsay, Ontario, Canada
K9V5R9

All competitors will be required to work up to 2 half
days either assisting or officiating during the match.
Your signature confirms your agreement.

do

Please indicate your rank if you are a current
National Range Official. You are current if you
have passed the 14th. edition recertification exam.

NROI Rank: RO
I certify that I am a current member of IPSC
Signed:

CR0

RM

(Please circle one)

Date:

OFFICE USE
Confirmed:________________________________
Section Coordinator

IPSC Ontario will advise your Section Coordinator

Faster mag. changes?
Durability'?
its the "BOX"
.

The new base pad for Para-Ordnance ten round Magazines!
\ \\
: wois H'1r4\N
:-

.

•

"T MAXWELL"

WIN!

New base pad design to improve

magazine performance. Features: base
body balanced for speedy magazine
reloads. Machined from aircraft wade
aluminum alloy. Quick and easy
disassembly/assembly. Hard surface
anodizing. Three-dimensional
ergonomically curved edges for
superior palm fit
Price,-24.99 cdn +tx.

o order call

(416)544 064 9 All products are 100% Canadian made!

Plug amag?
MAGAZINE PLUC
Features: Sel f-locking Spring
mechanism. Made from high
grade nylon, Rigid T-shaped
design. Solves your plugging
troubles! Fits PARA, SV, STI .
Price:9.98 cdn +tax.

r\

' \

FIBER OPTIC FRONT SIGHT
- utilize the light around it. The sight
features: Extra long UV activated fiber
optic for brighter light dot. Front sight
slot to minimize light diffractionfrom
the fiber. The fibers are precision cut
for maximum optical clarity. The sight
exists for these dovetails: SV, STI,
PARA, COLTGOLD CUP.
Price; 31.99cdn+tax.

AA rAAO% L'Sk

I
it

INNOVATION INC
107 Roselawn Ave. Suite 302
Toronto, Ontario M4 I E7

\:1I
#

Brighter dot?

-

-

+(41 6)544-0649 Fax:+(416)544-8 134
Email:rnas-innovation@home.corn
www.masinnovation.com
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We are entering revenue is as good as anyone's.
the New Year in
If you want this same royal treatgood shape. At the ment by IPSO BC, please be certain
time of writing we to let us know when you are in the
,
LSITA have paid our area so we might have you shoot with
ALBERTAAff iliation dues and us. Ask the FL boys, they will give us
90 memberships to IPSO Canada as a great recommendation.
well as our affiliation to USPSA.
I may have embellished the former
Our match schedule is done up to information, but you get the point.
the Nationals and is available on our
After a long layoff, IPSC BC is getweb site. Please note our newest ting into high gear. Our Training
address:- members.home.net/ipscab Course Instructors (TCI) have been
We are looking forward to a good very active. At the first qualifiers, we
years shooting and many of our had 77 shooters with 20 of them bemembers will be traveling to BC, ing new graduates looking to cornSaskatchewan, Manitoba and the plete their Black Badge requirements
USA to attend matches. of successfully completing a qualifier.
We hope to be sending our Open Well done to everyone and welcome
and Standard teams to the Nationals. to the ranks of the most enjoyable
Hope to see you all on a range shooting sport today.
somewhere!
We had the opportunity to use
DVC
Rulebook 14, somewhat. It changed
Kiwi - SC
before the match and, although the
changes minimally affected the
The BC matches, the changes were done in
S e c t i 0 n a less then professional manner. We
startedits will follow 14 as best we can as all of
competitive US fl Canada sort out the various inDDTTWLI
D1%IIIJIL
season last terpretations. We are also waiting for
COLUMBIA October and the Division clarifications such as
continued with those in Revolver Standard that
a double Qualifier hosted by the club shows Modifications allowed — Very
on Burke Mountain. The weather was limited." ????? That should be a
influenced by the unsolicited visit by piece of cake to rule on. We WILL
three flat landers from MB. instead get this sorted out.
of our usual bright sunshine and
IPSO BC members are very exwarm temperatures, these three FLs cited about coming to Guelph ON to
brought not just rain and hail, but also compete with all our friends from
snow. Yes, I know it is hard to be- around Canada. Niagara Falls is
lieve, but snow! nearby and is an outstanding tourist
We treated them as best we could, attraction. Don't miss it!
kicked their butts and sent them
See you at the matches.
home with some minimal trophies so Murray "DOC" Gardner - SC
JrX
they would not feel too bad. Their

. 11 No. ,2.
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World Shoot XII, by Kerry Lathwell, up to him there would be more shooting from
This is the 6th World Shoot that each position. So there was the world body's
\
I have attended. Each one is influence.
So the two things, low round count stages
\ -. p\ unique because it's held in a
different country, and has the with a 3-to-1 ratio of speed shoots to field
flavour of that country and its courses, and the gun starting out of the
(thu fflIL1PFIE5
ypeopIe. This match had really holster, seem to be the way the world body
colourful stages and excellent is heading and I suspect it's for Olympic
p r o p s . Everything was painted and well sanctioning purposes. I've seen many
built. There were giant crabs, spaceships, a ship, changes in IPSC over the 20 years I've been
sharks, a beach house, a train, and many other involved, and this is just another new
entertaining props. There was a real see-doo direction the sport is taking. As shooters we
floating in water that you shot from, a windsurfer, need to keep an open mind about the
several real cars and trucks, aforklift, and even changes and remember that no matter what,
a small plane. As well, all the movers and together we will make it a fun sport.
There were 725 competitors from 50
activators were consistent.
The opening and closing ceremonies were regions competing in Open, Standard, and
colourful and noisy with lots of music and Modified Divisions. You can see all the results
fanfare, and children dancing in their native at the website http:Ilwww.ipsc.orglwsxii.htm.
costumes. There were also lots of speeches. 40 Canadians competed, with 33 in Open
They are big on politicians in the Philippines, and 7 in Standard, and their placements
which is fair enough because the politicians are follow this article. Canada sent 3 teams;
big on shooting and on 1PSC. There was also a Open, Ladies, and Standard. Although our
huge match committee which got recognized. teams didn't place all that well, there were 4
At both ceremonies and at the match there were Canadians in the top 100 in Open, and 2 of
professional photographers taking pictures and our Standard Division team placed quite well
offering them for sale.
in Standard. I'd especially like to congratulate
The course design obviously had a lot of Ontario's Rob Elliott in placing 67th in Open
influence from the world body, because of the and highest Canadian. This was his first
proportion of speed shoots to field courses. 29 World Shoot, and he wrote an interesting
stages had from 7 to 13 rounds, and 6 stages article that you can see at the IPSC Canada
had from 18 to 22 rounds. There were many website,
stages with the gun starting out of the holster,
http://www. ptbo. igs. net/—ipsccanada/
sometimes loaded, sometimes unloaded, and elliott.htm
sometimes mag in but chamber empty.
One of the funniest comments I heard was
The stages were quite different from anything from Derrill lmrie, who said one morning "I
I've shot before. They were speed shoots with have to get to bed earlier tonight. 10:00 is
lots of movement. You often had just 1 target just too Iate."We got up at 4:30 each morning,
before moving. You needed to be good at setting breakfast at 5:00, in the lobby at 6:00 to be
up fast and then taking off. And there were sure to catch the 6:15 bus, and started
bobbers in all but 4 stages, with a total of 42 shooting at 7:15.
bobbers in 31 stages! That's a lot different as
There were 35 stages, and everyone shot
well. We asked the match director, Chepit Dulay 7 stages on each of the 5 days Monday to
about the courses of fire, and he said if it was Friday, finishing around 4:30 or 5:00 each day.

J-1Off
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It was dark by 6:00. By the time the bus
dropped us at the hotel, we usually had a
quick swim, then dinner, get the stuff ready
for the next day, and in bed by 8:30 or 9:00. It
was pretty gruelling for 5 days in a row, Did I
mention that it was hot? We figured it was in
the mid-90's on the first day, and very humid.
Thankfully each stage had cover so the cold
country folks could keep out of the sun. We
had to drink lots of water (bottled, of course).
It's true that you can't drink the local water.
My husband, Gary Wright, was in the squad
as Canadian Ladies' Team Manager. There
were only 2 other men on the squad of 17
They were allfrom 6 different countries, none
of whom spoke English very well. We learned
2 words of Italian; buono (good) and grazie
(thank you). That was our only
communication with one lady. Our team
strategized about the stages, and encouraged
each other. The team's performance wasn't
that great, but we did enjoy shooting together.
Gary was a substitute husband, coach, and
even a gunsmith, trying to keep Linda
Bolechowsky's gun running. At one point I
actually had to stand in line to talk to him!
The only big downside was the smell on
various parts of the range and the resultant
unsanitary conditions. I've never used so
much waterless hand cleaner in my life! After
the first day we decided our running shoes
were "toxic" and they weren't allowed in the
hotel room. This is the first time I've washed
my hands after tying my shoes. However, on
the bright side Gary and I didn't get sick at all
by being so careful, so it was worth it. (I heard
that most of our friends didn't do so well.)
The other very unusual thing about the range
was the "squatters" who live all around the
berms. They apparently cleared them out for
the match, but often we'd see someone
looking out a window and only about 20 yards
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above a target. They had strict rules about
muzzle direction, meaning it couldn't even
point over the berm, and some of the berms
were not very high.
On the good side, lunch each day was a
full buffet, catered by the host hotel. I don't
believe I've been at a match with restaurantstyle serving dishes, real plates and
silverware, and tablecloths where we ate. I
don't think I've ever paid so much for a range
lunch either, with a price tag of 450 pesos.
How much is that? I figured around $16. There
was a huge covered area, a permanent
building, for vendors and for eating.
Getting there was a test of our patience.
The Customs people in Hong Kong and Cebu
were very stow. They do everything by hand,
meaning no computers. They were nice
enough, but slow by our standards. This is an
interesting point, because in North America
we're used to doing everything in a hurry. In
other countries, especially third world, they
have a different set of standards. Special
thanks to Doug Lewis for all his work in
arranging permits and keeping us all informed
about the paperwork and procedures.
Once we got to our hotel, Plantation Bay,
everything was all right. It was actually a resort
on the ocean, complete with saltwater
lagoons. Our favourite hangout was the
freshwater lagoon with a swim-up bar. Gary
and I had a gecko in our room, which is
common for a tropical climate. Of course I
freaked out when I first saw it but he said it
was there to eat the bugs, so that was all right.
In summary, we had a great time. The
match was challenging and fun, the props
were excellent, the hotel/resort that we stayed
at was great, and best of all the friends we
met and re-met are the glue that hold this
sport together. The next World Shoot is in
South Africa in 2002.
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EDITORIAL

Things are starting to happen.
Matches are starting around the country.
New shooters are going through the
Training Course to receive their
qualification to wear a Black Badge.
Rulebook 14 has landed and the scramble
to sort out its contents are hitting the
ranges. RO courses are filling up with new
RO candidates as well as the "Old Hands'
who want to try and figure out 14. The
teams for the Nationals are being prepared
and the venue for various Sectional and
our 23rd Regional championships are
getting into high gear. It is all pretty exciting
stuff.
What are you doing to get ready?
Have you had your gunsmith check out
your pistol to make certain it is functional?
(It is always SAFE, but sometime it is not
always functional.) I found my frame was
cracked on both sides. It came back
repaired and ready to blast.
What is your inventory of reloading
supplies? President Clinton and her
husband Bill have decided that they want
to save the world starting with Canada by
causing delays on products that have
freely crossed the border for centuries
without any problems. You had best get a
stock of reloading supplies. Remember,
by January 01.2001, you are going to
HAVE to have a firearms licence of some
kind to obtain ammunition or possess a
firearm. Don't miss that boat.
Finally, get ready for the Regional
championship in Guelph ON. The gang
back there are busting their hump to show
IPSC Canada a great time. If you have
never participated in our Regional
Championship, make this year your first
year. If you do go as a first timer, look me
up and say "Hi". I want to shake your hand
and thank you for making our shooting
sport stronger and stronger every year.

WOLF HOFMANN
STANDARD DIVISION
CHAMPION 1999

DID YOU MOVE?
Tell someone who cares and matters
your Section Coordinator[
-

-

Do NOT send your address corrections

to CYIL11 02~ (g fATIJA Your SC gives us
the labels, tell your SC to ensure correct
delivery to you.

Murray "DOC" Gardner Editor
-
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TREASURER'S REPORT

IPsc Canada
02/25/0013alance Sheet
As of December 31, 1999

$

Dec 31,1999
ASSETS
Current Assets
Chequing/Savings
Bank
Total Chequing/Savings
Other Current Assets
lPSC Prepaid Affiliation
Total Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

I

25,110.54
25,110.54

If YOU have any
brilliant ideas on
how IPSC
Canadacan
incease fts
income, then be

900.00
900.00

26,010.54

TOTAL ASSETS

26,010.54
.

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Accounts Payable
Total Accounts Payable
Total Current Liabilities

Treasurer. We
have teams and
more on the way
853.07
853.07

with Rulebook

14 1 that need
funding. Your
ideas and help
will be greatly
appreciated.
Editor

853.07

Total Liabilities

certain to
communicate
that to our

853.07

Equity

-

Retained Earnings
Net Income
Total Equity

30,795.46
-5,637.99
25,157.47

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY

26,010.54

Oates will be as follows
Full Page
$150.00 per issue
HailPage
•$ 8000 per is
.
Quarter Page
0 00 per is sue
$ 66.00
Business Card
$ ?5.00 per Issue
By committIng to a fully ar four issues of
the advertiser will be
able to deduct 25% per. issue Payment for
all four issues must be made in advance
Advertisers may change copy each issue
but must supply a camera ready copy of
their advertisement If no camera ready
copy is provided a fee for setting up the
\adiertisement will be charged

DEADLINES

(

.

ll

'

The MM&ENTPódeadlines are:

:

Volume 11 No. 3

July 2000

Deadline for submissions : May 30.2000

'

.. .

Volume 11 No. 4

October 2000

Deadline for submissions.- August 31.2000

Volume 12 No. 1

January 2001

.: .....

I VOL. 1 1.

No. .2

Deadline for submissions: November 30.2000

I

Volume 12 No. 2

April 2001

\Deadiine for submissions: February 28.2000
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SPARE ROUNDS
(Editor's Note : The following article was experience isn't it. I am looking forward to
written by Bob Kierstad, who was the Olympic participating In IPSO competitions this year and
Handgun Coach for the Shooting Federation in the future.
of Canada.)
During the past Fall Season I decided to walk New Rangg
Mar
a mile in somebody else shoes, I decided to try
NROI
Canada
is pleased
the IPSO experience. Over the past number of
years as we have been working diligently to announce the promotion
against the oppressive federal government of Pierre Caron to the rank
legislative agenda to outlaw what we do, I have of Range Master.
worked colleagually with shooters from all
Pierre, a Quebec City native, began
disciplines. Typically, there has been very
limited interaction between ISSF Olympic style his handgun career in 1979. His first
shooters and IPSO style. I decided it was time competitive appearance was in a 1988
to bridge the gap and try the IPSC experience PPC match where he took the top
first hand as a competitor.
I must say, I'm impressed with the attention Civilian prize. It was this same year
to safety by the IPSO organization. They require that Maurice Betlemare and Mario Di
everyone to complete a course of technical Paolo introduced Pierre to IPSC.
instruction, with written examinations, and the
A frequent competitor, it did not take
achievement of a shooting performance
long
before Maurice and Jacques
standard on the range, prior to being permitted
to compete in IPSO competitions. The shooting Beaudoin gave Pierre his Level I RO
standard that I was required to meet was course. Working from 1989 to 1 992 as
challenging to say the least. I never would have an RO brought Pierre to his CR0
thought I could have fired that many shots that
fast and met the score standard. As part of the course instructed by Maurice and
certification everyone is required to compete in Lorne Rowe.
an IPSO sanctioned competition. The
In 1994 Pierre obtained his
competition that fit my schedule happened to certification as a Black badge
be the provincial championship, so the
Instructor. He has trained many of
championship it was.
The bottom line is that I successfully Quebec's shooters, including the
completed the competition without getting Quebec Provincial Police team that
disqualified, and disqualification is a common took third place at the 1997 World
occurrence in IPSO competitions. I received my
Black Badge certification, and I had a most Police and Fire Games in Alberta.
Pierre officiated at the Canadian
enjoyable shooting experience. The one part
of the competition that gave away my long ISSF National Championships in 1994,
involvement occurred when my gun misfired on 1996 and 1998. He has worked on
one stage. With our ISSF program when we
have a malfunction, we hold up our non every Quebec provincial
shooting hand and stop right? Well in IPSC you Championships in 1989. Pierre is
clear and continue on your own, and the clock presently Vice-President of the
keeps ticking. I knew this of course from the Quebec Practical Shooting
IPSO training course, however, the effects of
training take over when they are well Association.
Please join me in welcoming Pierre
established don't they, and that's just what
happened. I stopped and held up my non to his new rank, a rank he has earned
shooting hand, much to the amusement of all over the course of the last decade.
the competitors. I had actually been doing pretty
well up to that point, but time sure drops your Jim Forbes
score in IPSO.l_ guess that's how we get VP- NROI Canada
DEVELOP I NG SHOOTING SPC IRIS ATHLETES FOR OVER 20 YEARS
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RECEFFIFICATICN like to correct that. If you are a current
Range Official who never got the your
It

%

Erc;z€3

of
rules
has
created a gre at
deal of discussion on how things are
done at a match, and no one will be
more challenged than our range
officials.
As you probably know by now (if
you're a current NROI range official),
you must complete a re-certification
exam to remain current, and by the
looks of the pile of exams already
waiting to be marked, it wasn't too
difficult an exam. Maybe we should
have made the passing mark 95%
instead of 80%. Anyway, good luck
to everyone on the exam and I hope
you all enjoy the exercise.
PINS, CRESTS ETC.
Once again it has come to the
attention of NROI that there are
some of you that have never
received your RO pin, CR0 pin,
Certificate or crests. If possible, I'd

RO "package", please contact NROI
(see Page 1). We will check our
records, and if you are indeed a
current NROI Range Official, we will
forward the items to you A.S.A.P. Just
let us know what it is you're missing.
Also, it you sent in your RO point
card for the 1999 year, or if your
Section sent us the information and
you still haven't received your recertification exam, please let us know
so that we can send it out.
I think that's about it for now, but I
would like to thank you all for your
continued support. It's fabulous that
so many of you spend so much of
your time on ranges in order that our
matches run safely. There's no
question that the competitors
appreciate it.
Best regards
Bud Melless President
National Range Officers Institute of
Canada
-

I
Rulebook 14 2.1 .3
-

[VOL. 11
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10 metres minimum to steel
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NOTICE Of ELECTION & NOMINATION FORM
On June 30, 2000, IPSC Canada will elect a Regional Director for the next
two-year term. This is a call for nominations to that position, for the
consideration and voting by the Board of Directors of IPSC Canada. (The
NEC)
You must be a current member of IPSC Canada, and you must have five
(5) current members in good standing sign this form.
We, the undersigned, Nominate
(P ri n t Na me )

n and Print N a me #fl
aA
n int N a me #)

gn and Print N a me #)

_gfl and.Print N a me #4

-and EnI Nm

Nominee Contact Information:

Phone, Address, EmailAddress (if avail.)

(Nominee Signature accepting nomination)

Address

City

Province

Telephone #

Fax #

Postal Code

e-mail adddress

Nominations must be received by May 29 2000.
Send Nominations to:

IPSC CANADA
P0 BOX 31010
GLADSTONE RPP
HALIFAX NS B3K5T9

